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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive and detailed analysis is presented on the importance of
toroidally induced ray stochasticity for the modelling of lower hybrid current drive
and for the dynamics of the launched power spectrum. A combined ray tracing and
Fokker-Planck code is used and the injected lower hybrid power distribution in
poloidal angle and in parallel wave index is accurately represented by taking into
account the poloidal extent of the antenna and by efficiently covering the full range of
its radiated spectrum. The importance of die balance between the wave damping and
the exponential divergence of nearby ray trajectories in determining the shape of the
predicted lower hybrid power deposition profiles is emphasized. When a sufficiently
large number of rays is used to densely cover the region of the launched power
spectrum which is affected by stochastic effects, code predictions are shown to be
stable with respect to small changes in initial conditions and plasma parameters and
to be consistent with experimental data.

Preprint of a paper submitted to Physics of Fluids B - Plasma Physics
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I. INTRODUCTION

Combined ray tracing and Fokker-Planck codes have been used as privileged

tools to model lower hybrid (LH) current drive in tokamaks1-7. The basic idea is to

represent the launched power spectrum by an ensemble of rays, each carrying an

assigned amount of power, which are traced inside the plasma starting at the plasma

edge from the poloidal location of the antenna. The propagation of the rays in toroidal

geometry provides a mechanism for bridging the spectral gap1-2, while the absorption

of the LH wave power along the rays provides a means of computing the quasilinear

diffusion coefficient due to the LH wave1-2-7, necessary to solve the Fokker-Planck

equation.
Although capable of explaining many of the experimental observations1-2-4-6,

the LH power deposition profiles that such codes predict often lack robustness and

exhibit a sensitivity with respect to the number of rays used to describe the

launched power spectrum and to small changes in initial conditions, such as the

poloidal launch angle, and in plasma parameters8. This behaviour can be explained

by the onset of ray stochasticity in toroidal geometry and the associated exponential

divergence of nearby ray trajectories9'12. In fact, the power absorption pattern

corresponding to a pencil of rays starting at neighbouring initial conditions depends

on the degree of divergence that their trajectories have experienced before strong

damping occurs. So, as ray paths get longer, stochastic effects get more dominant

and power deposition will be the outcome of a probabilistic process in the wave

phase space11. The validity of ray tracing for describing the transport of wave energy

in such a circumstance is of course highly questionable since, due to the distortion of

wavefronts that results from the stochastic divergence of the rays, the geometrical

optics approximation breaks down13. Instead, an alternative and more correct

approach is to use a normal mode master equation or its Fokker-Planck limit, which

is a diffusion equation in the wave phase space with a diffusion coefficient deduced

from the dynamical properties of the ray equations11. Therefore, it is conjectured in

this article that, when the ray dynamics is stochastic, ray tracing can still be used as

an effective Monte-Carlo-like method of diffusing the LH energy density in the wave

phase space, if a sufficiently large number of rays is used to ensure good statistics.

Otherwise, it is clear that ray tracing predictions may depend critically on the given

set of initial conditions and plasma parameters. It must be stressed that this

instability in code predictions is not of numerical origin, but is a direct consequence

of well known dynamical properties of Hamiltonian systems12.

In spite of the fact that ray stochasticity has been known for a long time, its

importance and consequences for the modelling of LH currenï drive have not been
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paid sufficient attention to, even though it concerns any model that relies upon ray
tracing for computing power deposition profiles. Furthermore, stochastic effects
induced by toroidicity may considerably alter the cylindrical geometry results9-10,
noticeably in situations where wave accessibility is important, with the accessibility
limit giving a lower bound for the absolute value of the local parallel wave index10-14.
As a consequence, rays that would be inaccessible to the inner regions of the
plasma in cylindrical geometry may end up being absorbed near the center10. Thus,
neglecting in the launched power spectrum what is sometimes considered as
"inaccessible" power6-15 is generally not satisfactory, as such power may actually be
deposited at the plasma interior. These are key issues for the modelling of LH
current drive. They are dealt with in the present article, whose main purpose is to
gain a better understanding of how stochastic effects may affect the dynamics of the
launched power spectrum and the shape and stability with respect to small changes
in initial conditions and plasma parameters of the predicted power deposition
profiles.

To carry out such a study, a well documented and assessed code1-5 has been
used. It couples a one-dimensional radial transport calculation2, a multiple pass
toroidal ray tracing calculation1-2 and a one-dimensional Fokker-Planck calculation in
parallel velocity1-2. The Fokker-Planck calculation is complemented with an analytic
estimate of the perpendicular temperature5-16 and is corrected for trapping effects
using a functional form obtained by fitting numerical data5-17. This code also includes
feedback stabilization of the plasma current3, as well as a global model for the radial
diffusion of the LH. current density in which the current density diffusion coefficient is
obtained as an eigenvalue of a boundary value problem consistent with the
conservation laws predicted by the Fokker-Planck equation3. Modifications in the
code have been made in order to achieve accurate representations of both the
poloidal extent of the antenna, whose effect on ray trajectories has been shown to be
non-negligible18-19, and of its radiated power spectrum, as obtained by a coupling
code20. Therefore, the code has acquired the capability of tracing a large number of
rays which may be started from different poloidal angles and which may efficiently
cover the full range of the launched power spectrum. This ensures that the set of
initial conditions provided to the ray tracing calculation models correctly the injected
LU power distribution both in poloidal angle and :~ parallel wave index.

The bulk of the material in this article is presented in Secs, n and III and the
results are summarized in Sec. IV. Sees. II and HI give a comprehensive and
detailed analysis of the influence of ray stochasticity on the modelling of LH current
drive and on the dynamics of the launched power spectrum, respectively. For
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completeness, the symmetry properdes of the ray equations, which have been used
in modifying the code, are presented in the Appendix.

H. RAY STOCHASTICITY AND THE MODELLING OF LH CURRENT

DRIVE

Apart from modifications in the description of the launched power spectrum,
dP(n//o) / dn//o, the structure and the numerical details of the code may be found in
the literature1-3-5. Such modifications have been incorporated in order to model both
the poloidal extent of the antenna and its radiated spectrum in a more accurate and
flexible way. This has been achieved by using the symmetry properties of the ray
equations, which are discussed in the Appendix, and by introducing independent
grids for the negative and for the positive components of the spectrum, which
correspond to the LH power that is launched with n//o < O and with n//0 > O,
respectively, n//o being the initial parallel wave index. The rays are labelled by an
index i such that

U1I10 = n}/o - (i-l)AriTfo < O for IS iSm, (Ia)

>0 for m + p ^ i > m + l , (Ib)

WN and each representation of dP(n/yn) / dn//0 is uniquely defined by specifying the
\^\ number of rays in the grid for the negative component, m, the number of rays in the

grid for the positive component, p, the extreme grid values, n}/0and n^1, and the
grid steps, An^0 and An^0. For the sensitivity studies presented below, the ray
densities, 1 / An^0 and 1 / An^0, are more suitable to parameterize a given
representation of dP(n//o) / dn//o than m and p, as the latter are meaningless unless
the intervals over which the rays are distributed are also known.

The total injected LH power is

f+°»

^"1 "^SST3E ^- (2)

and the initial power assigned to the ith ray is written in terms of dP(n//o) / dn//o as
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for I S i S m , (3a)
dn//o

t
for m + p £ i £ m + l , (3b)

and is propagated and damped along the ray path according to the equation1-2

(4)

where T designates a time variable normalized to the longest time a ray in the

launched power spectrum is followed21. The damping rate, V(T), contains the

contributions due to electron and ion Landau damping and to nonresonant collisional

damping. During the integration of the ray equations, the ray data are stored each

time the absolute value of the increment in the normalized radial coordinate labelling

the magnetic flux surfaces, P ( P = I corresponding to the plasma minor radius), is

' greater than a prescribed value, | Ap Un> These data are then used for the purpose of

the damping calculation. IfN' is the total number of times that data have been stored

for the ith ray, it is possible to define the normalized radial length

tN I 1 _ VTl A*. I . - I I J-. I ff\

where the integral is taken over the ray path. LJ, gives a lower bound for the

normalized length of the projection of the ith ray path along the P direction and, as

shown below, it may provide useful information regarding the behaviour of rays

starting at neighbouring initial conditions. With | ApInO1 = O-OlS, and because the

storing capacity of the arrays used in the code limits N' to 2000, a ray is no longer

followed if Lj, reaches 30 or if its power is absorbed to less than 1% of the initial

value.

^ Pm0and PpC ̂ 6 tne initial powers in the negative and in the positive

components of the spectrum, respectively, the power directivity is defined as

/.ï
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TId = -^ =1-^- (6)
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and the obvious relations apply

fPmO= dn//0^p^s2,po, C7a)dn//0 Tj

(7b)

Following some authors15, the "accessible" power going in the positive direction is
defined as

P.O= Td^o^I, (8)
Jjf dn/yo

\g and the "inaccessible" component of the spectrum as the one corresponding to
I n//o IS ngff, where nfff is an effective accessibility limit evaluated using the magnetic

Ix field on axis and the electron density taken at half minor radius. Usually, in LH
current drive the negative component of the spectrum is unaffected by accessibility
and the "inaccessible" component of the spectrum may be defined by the condition
O < n//o < n|ff. In the cold-plasma approximation, the accessibility limit for the local
parallel wave index, n//, is14

(9)

with f the LH wave frequency, fee the local electron cyclotron frequency and fpe and

fpi the local electron and ion plasma frequencies, respectively. The fraction of

"accessible" power in the launched power spectrum that goes in the positive
direction is



Particularly suited for studying the influence of stochastic effects is a series of

well documented LH current drive experiments performed in the TORE SUPRA

tokamak4'8-22 in helium plasmas, at f = 3.7 GHz and with major radius RQ = 2.34 m,
minor radius a = 0.78 m, magnetic field on axis BO = 3.9 T1 plasma current

Ip = 1.6 MA and line-averaged electron density S6" - 4 x IQi9 or3. Typical launched

power spectra are peaked at n//pe.k=» 1.6 and have T)J =«0.7. For these plasma
conditions nSff> 1.6 and TU < T|d / 2 ~ 0.35. With such strong accessibility

constraints, the LH wave may be expected to undergo multiple radial reflections in

the outer layers of the plasma before absorption takes place1*10, thus allowing for

stochastic effects to come fully into play. Prior to undertaking the proposed study,

the code has been benchmarked to one of these experimental situations, TORE

SUPRA shot #5319.
The LH power pulse (applied between t = 4.4 s and t = 6.9 s), the time

evolution of the ion effective charge, Zeff, and the radial profile of the electron density

' , H6, for this shot are given in Fig. 1. The analytic fit

ne(p) = [4.95 (1-P2P'75 + 0.35] 101» m-3 and the values PU, = 2.46 MW and Zeff = 2.8

are used in the simulation. The launched power spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 and is

^ represented using m = 21, p = 100, n}/0 = -5.456, nj^1 = 1.392, An^0 = 1.6 x 10'2 and

N| An?/0 = 3.9 x ID-3. For this shot, ty/pe* = 1.584, nSff = 1.66, IU = 0.68 and TU = 0.18.

The power Pjn is equally divided into the four poloidal launch angles 60 = ±0.0295it

and 60 = 4).0609ic, corresponding approximately to the poloidal location of the four

rows of waveguides that form the LH antenna8-20-22, and the same power spectrum

is launched from each one of these angles, so that 400 rays are traced starting with

n//o > O and 84 rays starting with n//o < O. The code is benchmarked by adjusting the

electron thermal diffusivity in the ohmic (OH) and in the OH-LH phases in such a

way that the results match the full set of experimental data as closely as

possible23-24. The experimental data to be matched are the radial profile of the

electron temperature, T6, the value of p for which the safe*> factor, q, equals unity

(the q = 1 surface) and the time evolution of the plasma poloidal beta, Pe, internal
inductance, I1, and loop voltage, Vioop25.

Code predictions and experimental data are compared in Figs. 3 and 4. The

increasing discrepancy observed between the predicted and experimental values of Ij
and Vioop for t> 6 s are probably due to the breakdowns in the LH power, which



may be seen in Fig. 1 and which are not accounted for in the simulation. It should be

noted that not only are the OH and the OH-LH steady states well reproduced, but

also that the time responses are correct. Therefore, the present simulation, as

obtained from the set of parameters given above, can be safely used as an

experimentally benchmarked reference case.
Predicted profiles for the LH power density absorbed by electron Landau

damping, SLH- ^e LH current density, Jm, and the total current density, JT, are given

in Fig. 5. The corresponding net LH driven current, shown in Fig. 4, is

ILH = 0-308 MA1 with 0.318 MA driven in the positive direction. The fraction of P-m

absorbed by electron Landau damping is 95%, the fraction thaï is collisionally

damped is 4% and the fraction absorbed by ion Landau damping is negligible. As the

rays are no longer traced when the power they carry is less than 11% of its initial

value, the fractions of Pjn that are damped due to the various mech?jiisms add up to

slightly less than 100%. The power carried by the negative component of the
spectrum is deposited at p > 0.65 and the power carried by the positive component

is deposited at p < 0.65, with a significant part of it being absorbed at p < 0.5,

despite the very low value of TI.. Due to the high value of n« for p < 0.5, collisional

slowing down of fast electrons is important and therefore the predicted level of JLH in

this region is not appreciably altered by radial diffusion. The JLH profile is relatively

flat and, at this power level, the application of the LH pulse only slightly modifies JT.

This explains the small variation in 1;, a few percent decrease, in agreement with

experiments8.

Postponing to Sec. in a detailed analysis of the dynamics of the launched

power spectrum, an insight to the way it influences the shape of the predicted power

deposition profiles may be gained by looking at the ray history depicted in Fig. 6.

The negative component of the spectrum, which is launched at a value of I n//o | high

enough to avoid spectral gap and accessibility problems, is damped almost

immediately and shows a regular pattern, indicating that the ray paths depend

weakly on the chosen values of n//o within the given range. Power absorption is

localized and shows up as the outer peak in the SLH profile. The behaviour of the

positive component of the spectrum, which is completely different, reveals a highly
irregular pattern for n//o < n|ff, suggesting that code predictions may strongly depend

on the way rays have been distributed within this component. Exponential

divergence of nearby ray trajectories has occurred and the launched power spectrum

no longer behaves as a coherent beam. As a consequence of the randomization that

has taken place, power absorption is no longer localized, which explains the fact that
the SLH profile is more or less flat for p < 0.5. The component with n//0 > ngff
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displays a regular pattern and contributes essentially to the peak at p » 0.55 in the

SLH profile.
To substantiate the previous assertions and to systematically assess the

roles of the negative and of the "inaccessible" components of the spectrum, two

cases have been run with these components respectively removed. The injected LH

power has been reduced accordingly. Thus, in the first case m = O, p = 100 and P-m is

replaced by T|dPin = 1.67 MW and in the second case m = 21, p = 30, n^1 = 1.665

and Pjn is replaced by (1 - TJd + TIi)Pm = 1-23 MW, all other input quantities being
the same as in the reference case. The results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. When the

negative component of the spectrum is disregarded, the outer peak in SLH disappears

and the peak at p » 0.55 is shifted slightly inwards as less LH power is coupled to

the plasma. Heating is reduced, as inferred from the decrease in Te and Pe and from

the increase in Vi007 which is due to resistive effects. Thus, for the same values of

tin, the LH wave has to propagate further into the plasma, where Te is higher, before

absorption takes place. No appreciable changes are seen in JLH, ILH and 1;, indicating

that the contribution of the negative component of the spectrum to ILH is negligible.
This is consistent with the fact that, as said before, toroidal propagation effects are

negligible and absorption occurs at high values of | n//1 -1 n//o |, with a weak efficiency

in driving current because interaction with electrons occurs at low parallel
momentum. When the "inaccessible" component of the spectrum is neglected,

changes are much more drastic. Apart from the effects that result directly from

having cut the power by half, and which are a pronounced decrease in Te and Pe and

an inward shift of the peaks of SLH, the power deposition profile itself is completely

altered in its structure. Practically no power is deposited in the center and the only

reminiscences of the reference case are the peaks due to the negative and to the

"accessible" components of the spectrum. Modifications in the ohmic values of JT

and Ii are even less significant than in the reference case, as JLH is negligible, and

ILH drops to 15% of the reference case value. So, for these plasma parameters and

launching conditions, the influence of the negative component of the spectrum is

essentially felt through heating and it is evident that the so-called "inaccessible"

component of the spectrum, which is most affected by stochastic effects, is

responsible for most of the non-inductive current. Furthermore, a significant part of

the "inaccessible" component ends up being absorbed in the innr- half of the plasma.

This clearly demonstrates that it is meaningless to use Eq. (8), together with an

effective accessibility criterion such as nSff, to divide a priori the launched power
spectrum into "accessible" and "inaccessible" parts.

As it is also interesting to understand what happens if the level of the LH

injected power is increased, another case has been run with P-m = 6 MW

\
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(corresponding to the maximum nominal power of the LH system in TORE SUPRA),

all other parameters remaining as in the reference case. The two cases are also

compared in Figs. 7 and 8. As expected, heating is greatly increased, as testified by

the pronounced increase in Te and Pe. An augmentation proportional to the increase

in PUI is observed in ILH, together with the corresponding decrease in Vioop.

However, modifications in JT and Ij remain small. This comes from the fact that the

shape of the JLH profile does not change: it shifts outwards and its level is increased,

but it remains essentially flat The ray history is similar to the one shown in Fig. 6.

Thus, code predictions indicate that, for discharges similar to the TORE SUPRA

shot that has been analyzed, due to the unlocalized power deposition that results
from ray stochasticity, the JLH profile is flat for p < 0.5 and that no significant

alteration in the JT profile should be expected by increasing Pjn up to the maximum

available values. Supporting this is the fact that, for these plasma conditions, the

experimental variation of 1; with the application of the LH pulse is never greater than

a few percent8. Also, ILH scales linearly with P-m, corresponding to a constant current
drive efficiency for these discharges when Pin is larger than 2.5 MW, which is

confirmed by experiments4-8.

Most important in assessing the influence of ray stochasticity on the modelling

of LH current drive is to make a sensitivity study of code predictions as a function of

the ray densities in the launched power spectrum, 1 / An^0 and 1 / An^0. With

BQ = +0.0295rc, the following scan has been carried out: m = 5, p = 25,

An^0 = 8.00 x 10-2 and AnJ70 = 1.60 x 10-2; m = 10, p = 50, An^0 = 3.56 x IQ-2 and

An^70 = 7.84 x 1Q-3; m = 21, p = 100, Anjfo = 1-60 x l O'2 and AnC70 = 3.90 x IQ-3;

m = 42, p = 200, AnJy0 = 7.80 x 1 Q'3 and An^70 = 1.93 x IQ-3; m = 63, p = 300,

An^0 = 5.16 x 10-3 and An^70 = 1.28 x 10-3; m = 84, p = 400, An^0 = 3.86 x 10-3 and

An^70 = 9.62 x IQ-4. All other parameters are the same as in the reference case. The

results for SLH and JLH may be seen in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, and are

conclusive. For the negative component of the spectrum, which is not affected by
stochastic effects and is responsible for the power deposited at P > 0.65, a low ray

density may be used (1 /An^0 » 10) and it is possible to say that, for the present

range of parameters, robustness of code predictions does not depend on 1 / An^0.

For the positive component of the spectrum, which s'iffers strong randomization and
is responsible for the power deposited at p < 0.65, a very high ray density has to be

used (1 /An^70 =» 1Q3, at least) if reliable SLH and JLH profiles are to be obtained. The

influence of 1 /An^70 on code predictions may be quantified by comparing the results

obtained in the previous scan with the ones obtained in the reference case. The

10
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global quantities ILH. li> Pe an^ ^100P may ^e compared through the normalized

deviations:

(lia)

(lib)

f (lie)

Moop

and the SLHI JLH» Te and JT profiles may be compared through the normalized profile
deviations:

i
l

dp|
i

r1

/o

SLH(P) -

, (12a)

fdpl
Jo

I
Jo

JLH(P) -

, (12b)
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(12d)

dpJ?f(p)

The dependence of code predictions on 1 /AnJj0 is plotted in Fig. 11, which displays

a clear trend for Ci1n, Ci,, Sp». &**• ^SLH. *&«. XT, and XJT to converge to zero and to

stabilize, within an acceptable uncertainty, for 1/ An^70 > 103. Quite naturally, for

plasmas in which ILH/Ip 5 0.5, quantities that depend mainly on the LH power

absorption, such as ILH, vu»>p, SLH and JLH exhibit a stronger variation than

quantities that depend mainly on the OH characteristics of the discharge, such as 1;,

Pe, T6 and JT. The ray history for the lowest and highest ray density cases are

compared in Fig. 12, where the statistical nature of the process through which most

of the positive component of the spectrum goes through is clearly exhibited.

Therefore, it is evident that this component requires a large value of 1 / An^0 to be

accurately represented. Indeed, as each value of n//o ends up following its own

history and becomes uncorrelated with the rest of the spectrum, due to ray

stochasticity, the spectrum dynamics can be correctly described by ray tracing only if

l/An^ / 0» 1. It is now easy to understand how critically code predictions may

depend on a given set of initial conditions and plasma parameters if an insufficiently

large number of rays is used to describe the parts of the ''unched power spectrum

which are affected by stochastic effects. This is not the case for the high-n// negative

component of the spectrum, whose behaviour is dominated by absorption.

The fact that in Fig. 11 the deviations from the reference case converge

asymptotically to zero for large values of 1 /An^0 suggests that, when the spectrum

dynamics is dominated by stochasticity, it makes no difference to start the rays at
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one or all of the four values of G0 corresponding to the poloidal extent of the antenna,

as long as the number of rays is large enough. In fact, what really matters is the ray

density in the space of initial conditions, BQ and n//o. which is the same in the

reference case as in the case with m = 84, p = 400, Anflfo = 3.86 x IQ-3 and
An//o = 9-62 xio-4 above. Using these same parameters and to verify the proceeding

statement, the following scan has been done: Oo = -0.06097C, 00 = -0.029571,

80 = +0.0295« and 60 = +0.060971. The SLH and JLH profiles and the deviations from
the reference case, defined by Eqs. (11) and (12), are shown in Figs. 13 and 14,

respectively. No general trend may be inferred, with deviations not exceeding 35%.

The same conclusion may be drawn by looking at Fig. 6, where the ray history is the

same for the four values of Q0. This is easy to understand, by considering that the

antenna extends in the poloidal direction over an arc of length A6o » 2 x 0.060971,

which is a small fraction of the plasma poloidal circumference (A6o/2ic = 0.06) and

that the dynamics of the two components of the spectrum, negative and positive,

correspond to two opposite limiting cases. In the first case, due to the fact that

strong absorption occurs rapidly, the influence of A6o remains small and, in the

second case, due to the exponential divergence of nearby ray trajectories, the

memory of 60 has already been lost when appreciable damping takes place.

One last case has been studied to assess the influence of the poloidal location

of the antenna, keeping m = 84, p = 400, Anjfo - 3.86 x IQ-3 and AnC/0 = 9.62 x IQr*

but with 60 = -it / 2. The corresponding profiles and time evolution may be seen in

Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. The large differences between side and bottom launch

have to do with the rapid changes in n// experienced by a LH wave launched at

QO = -it / 210-26. For bottom launch, the power carried by the negative component of
the spectrum is deposited at p > 0.4 and the power carried by the positive

component is deposited at P < 0.4. Power deposition is localized, which results from

the fact that the ray history displayed in Fig. 17 is regular for practically all the

launched power spectrum. As a consequence of the combined central deposition of

the positive component of the spectrum and half-radius deposition of the negative

component, the JT profile is strongly peaked, thus explaining the pronounced

increase in I1. It should be noted that Vioop converges to approximately the same

value for O0 = +0.029571 « O and for Q0= -n/ 2, despite a pronounced difference in the

values of ILH between the two cases. This is due to the strong central heating in the

second case, which also entails an increase in Pe. For Q0 = -K/ 2, the non-inductive

current is ILH = 0.122 MA, with 0.195 MA driven in the positive direction, revealing

that, in this case, the negative component of the spectrum is determinant in

establishing the value of ILH- By looking at Fig. 17, where the ray history is

compared between side and bottom launch, it is seen that the ray paths for the

1 = . 13
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negative component of the spectrum are longer in the second case and that the
opposite holds for the positive component, which is consistent with previously
obtained results10*26. It also becomes evident that, depending on the poloidal launch
angle, the launched power spectrum may undergo completely different dynamics in
toroidal geometry, ranging from regular to stochastic, for exactly the same value of
ngff. Once more, this demonstrates that it is misleading to define in the launched
power spectrum an "inaccessible" component using effective accessibility criteria,
such ss njff, that fail to take into account the fact that n//o changes due to toroidal
propagation effects. The accessibility limit is very important in determining the
propagation of the LH wave, especially in current drive scenarios, but it only has a
local meaning along the ray paths.

f?

RAY STOCHASTICITY AND THE DYNAMICS OF THE LAUNCHED

POWER SPECTRUM

From the ray tracing calculation, which gives the values of n// and p for the ith
ray at time T, n'/Xt) and P1CO respectively, and from Eq. (4), which gives the power
remaining in the ith ray at time T, it is possible to compute the time dependent
average values

<n (13a)

<n"p(T)>=
m+p

(13b)
1=111+1

(13c)

m+p

i=m+l
(13d)

where

14



Pm(T) = X P'(T),

m+p

Pp(T)= Z PÎ(T). <14b>
i=m-t-l

are the powers remaining in the negative and in the positive components of the

spectrum, respectively, at time t. In a similar manner, it is possible to compute the

time dependent root mean square (r. m. s.) deviations

An/An(T) = {([n//ffi(t)]
2> - <n//m(x)>2)1/2

 § (15a)

An//p(T) = {{[n//p(t)]2> - (ty/pfx))2}1
 f (15b)

ApmCO = {<[pm(T)]2> - <Pm(T)>2}1/2 , (15c)

' ' App(T) = {([pp(T)]2> - (Pp(X))-)1'''f (15d)

where ([n//m(i)]2>, <[n//p(t)]
2), <[pm(x)]2> and (IpP(T)]2> are obtained from

Eqs. (13) after replacing n'/Xx) and p'(x) by [n}Xx)]2 and [p'(x)]2, respectively. In

., the same way as it is possible to speak of ray pencils when referring to the

^ ensembles of rays used to represent the negative and the positive components of

the spectrum, the designation of beams is from now on used when referring to the

power distribution within those two components. Quite naturally, the widths of the

beams in n// and in p can be measured through the r. m. s. deviations defined above.

A thorough analysis of the spectrum dynamics may be performed by simultaneously

looking at the time evolution of the ray pencils and of the beams. Ray pencils provide

an excellent way of explicitly visualizing the balance between the wave damping and

the exponential divergence of nearby ray trajectories, while beams allow to visualize

the propagation of the injected LH power inside the plasma. Two cases that show

quite distinct behaviour have been detailed, one corresponding to side launch and
another corresponding to bottom launch.

The side launch case, with G0 = +0.0295it, m = 21, p = 100, An^0 = 1.60 x IQ-2

and AnP70 = S-CQx IQ-3, has been chosen from the ray density scan of Sec. II. The

time evolution of the negative component of the spectrum is given in Fig. 18. It is

seen that all rays follow practically the same path before damping, that there is no

' ï
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significant upshift or downshift in | n//| and that no broadening of the beam takes

place, as confirmed by the constancy of An//m and Apn,. These results are typical of a
situation where strong absorption occurs before the appearance of stochastic effects

and are in agreement with the results obtained in Sec. n concerning this component,

namely: a regular ray history, a localized power deposition close to the plasma edge

and the possibility of using a low ray density. The time evolution of the positive

component of the spectrum is shown in Figs. 19 and 20, which depict a weak

damping situation clearly dominated by stochastic effects. The "accessible" part is
absorbed at T-0.045, as confirmed by a drop in Pp/PpO that is close to
1IiX1Id = O-Io. As mentioned in Sec. n, most of it is absorbed at p-0.55 and its

behaviour may be considered as roughly regular. The "inaccessible" part dominates

by far the dynamics of the positive component of the spectrum. Randomization takes

place both in n// and in p and the beam experiences a strong broadening, as seen by

the pronounced increase in An//p and App. This explains the flat character of the

power deposition profiles obtained in Sec. n, for p < O.S. Although, due to the severe

accessibility constraints, the bulk of the power in the beam remains in the outer half

of the plasma for most of the time, a significant amount of power is absorbed in the
inner half. This is the result of the individual behaviour of the rays in the pencil,

which stan evolving between the cut-off at the edge and the accessibility limit
defined by Eq. (9) and eventually end up upshifting in n// and penetrating to the

center, where they damp. It is clear that ray tracing can provide a good description of

the probabilistic process that actually occurs only in the limit of a very high ray

density in the launched power spectrum, which is consistent with the sensitivity

study carried out in Sec. U.

The bottom launch case, with 60 = -TC / 2, m = 84, p = 400, An^0 = 3.86 x IQ-3

and An^/0 = 9.62 x IQ-4, corresponds to the last case of Sec. n. The time evolution of

the negative and of the positive components of the spectrum may be seen in Figs. 21

and 2227, which reveal pronounced initial variations in n//. This can be understood in

a qualitative manner by use of the ray equations10-26. As a consequence of the initial

downshift in |n//|, the power in the negative component of the spectrum is not

entirely damped in the first pass through the plasma. Even after encountering a

whispering gallery reflection13 at t » 0.2, the rays do not diverge and therefore there

is no increase in An//m and Apn,. Concerning the positive component of the spectrum,

because of the strong upshift in n// it initially experiences, most of its power is
absorbed almost immediately and Pp / Pp0 is already small when An//p and App start

to become important. Power deposition is localized at half-radius for the negative

component of the spectrum and in the center for the positive component, in

agreement with the power deposition profile obtained in Sec. II for 90 = -Tt / 2.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive and detailed analysis has been presented on the importance
of toroidally induced ray stochasticity for the modelling of LH current drive and for
the dynamics of the launched power spectum. It has been shown that, if reliable code
predictions are to be obtained, ray stochasticity must not be ignored in models that
rely upon ray tracing for computing power deposition profiles. In particular,
sensitivity studies indicate that the component of the launched power spectrum
which is unaffected by stochastic effects is well described by a grid in parallel wave
index whose step may be as large as 1(H, while the component which is affected by
such effects suffers strong randomization and needs a grid whose step should not
exceed 10~3. It has also been demonstrated that it is in general meaningless to
divide a priori the launched power spectrum into "accessible" and "inaccessible"
parts and that the balance between the wave damping and the exponential
divergence of nearby ray trajectories is very important in determining the shape and
robustness of power deposition profiles.

If a sufficiently large number of rays is used to densely cover the region of the
launched power spectrum that is affected by stochastic effects, combined ray tracing
and Fokker-Planck codes are powerful tools to model LH current drive and are able
to quantitatively reproduce many of the experimental observations in a reliable
manner. Ray stochasticity tends to broaden the launched power spectrum and to
favour power deposition profiles whose dependence on the initial LH power
distribution in poloidal angle and in parallel wave index is weak and which are flat in
the inner half of the plasma, thus preventing significant modifications in the total
current density profile when the LH driven current is only a fraction of the total
plasma current Furthermore, ray stochasticity provides a mechanism for obtaining
significant central LH power deposition. Stochastic effects may be effectively
reduced by using bottom launch schemes, but in such a case the power that is
launched with negative parallel wave index cannot be neglected.
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APPENDK: THE SYMMETRY PROPERTIES UF TiSa RAY EQUATIONS

The symmetry properties of the ray equations have been referred to in the
literature10*26. Besides their intrinsic interest, they may be of practical use when
writing or modifying toroidal ray tracing codes.

The ray equations, which are Hamiltonian in nature, may be written
as1.2.7.9,10.13,26

-r =

. _ ....t.fl.,,, e

~ '

(AlC)

. aD(o>,r,9,(|>,krine,n J / 9r
kr = " , (Aid)

8D(Q),r,e,<)) ̂ ,,ne.n,,

,
3D(Q),r,e,<(>Jcr,ne,nlt,) / 3co

. fl.n<>) / 39
3D(Q,r,e,(|>,kr,ne,n4,) / 3o) '
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(AIf)

where (r, 6, <l>) are the usual toroidal coordinates, with r the minor radial position, 6
the poloidal angle and <t> the toroidal angle, and (k,, n^n^) are their respective

canonically conjugate momenta, with kr the radial wavenumber, H8 the poloidal mode
number and n* the toroidal mode number. Dots represent time derivatives and

CD = 2ref. The local dispersion relation can be written as

= O , (A2)= D[(0,p(r,e),B2(r,e),k2(r,e4cr,ne,n^)4(r,6 Jc,,

with

B(r,8) = [B?(r,8) + B&r.e) + Bj(r,6)]1/2 , (A3)

(A4)

\\V'

1

krBr(r,6) neBe(r.e) n ^ B r .
" T + ( R 0 + «os e)B(r,e) ' (A5)

where k// = n//o> / c, with c the speed of light, and quite generally

p(r,6) = p(r,cos9),

Br(r,6) = f(r)sin9,

Be(r,9) = Be(r,cos9),

(A6)

(A7a)

(A7b)

(A7c)

where f(r) is some function of r. Upon inspection of Eqs. (Al)-(A?), it is now
immediate to conclude that the ray equations are invariant with respect to the
following transformation
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(A8a)

(A8b)

and that

(A9)

An example of the usefulness of these properties can be provided by the

modifications that have been made in the original code1'3-5 in order to be able to

launch both the negative and the positive components of the spectrum from any

poloidal angle. Actually, that code has been structured in such a way that symmetric

grids are used for n//o < O and n//o > O, only the n//o > O side is traced and the data

for the power deposition calculation of the n//o < O side is obtained by assuming the

ray trajectories to be symmetric in the sense of the transformation (AS). This

approach is valid only if 9o = O or 80 = it. So, after introducing independent grids for
n//o < O and n//0 > O, the question arises as to know from which value of Qo should

the negative component of the spectrum be launched so that by starting to trace it

with I n//o I ths resulting ray trajectories are symmetric in the sense of the

transformation (AS). In view of the symmetry properties given above, this

component should be launched from -60. In other words, the trajectories of rays

starting at (-n//o, 60) and (n//o, -60) are symmetric.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Experimental parameters for TORE SUPRA shot #5319. (a) Injected LH

power (solid line), Pjn (MW), and ion effective charge (dashed line), Z6H, vs. time,

t(s). (b) Electron density, ne(1019m-3), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p; x's

correspond to all measurements taken between t = 4.0 s and t = 6.9 s and the solid

line corresponds to the fit H6(P) = 4.95 (l-p2)^75 + 0.35.

FIG. 2. Launched power spectrum for TORE SUPRA shot #5319. Injected LH power

spectral density, dP(MW) / dn//o, vs. launched parallel wave index, n//o; x's

correspond to the location of rays used to describe the spectrum in the reference

case.

FIG. 3. Comparison between code predictions, at t = 4.3 s (OH steady state; dashed

lines) and t » 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state; solid lines), and experimental data for

TORE SUPRA shot #5319. (a) Electron temperature, Te(keV), vs. normalized

radial coordinate, p; x's (circles) correspond to measurements taken between

t = 4.0 (4.5) s and t = 4.4 (6.9) s. (b) Safety factor, q, vs. normalized radial

coordinate, p; the region between the dotted vertical lines corresponds to the

approximate location of the q = 1 surface measured between t = 5.7 s and t = 6.2

from soft X-rays emission (sawteeth inversion radius).

FIG. 4. Comparison between code predictions (solid lines) and experimental data

(dashed lines) for TORE SUPRA shot #5319. (a) Poloidal beta (lower curves), Pe,

and internal inductance (upper curves), lp vs. time, t (s). (b) LH current (lower

curve), ILH (MA), and loop voltage (upper curves), Vioop (V), vs. time, t (s).

FIG. 5. Code predicted power deposition and current density profiles for TORE

SUPRA shot #5319. (a) LH power density absorbed by electron Landau damping
(solid line), SLH (10 W / cm3), and non-diffused (dot-dashed line) and diffused

(dashed line) LH current density, JLH (kA / cm2), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p,

at t = 6.9s (OH-LH steady state), (b) Total current density (dotted line),

J1 (kA / cm2), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p, at t = 4.3 s (OH steady state),

and diffused LH current density (dashed line), JLH (kA / cm2), and total current

density (solid line), JT (kA / cm2), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p, at t = 6.9 s
(OH-LH steady state).
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FIG. 6. Ray history for TORE SUPRA shot #5319, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady

state), for BQ = ±0.0295n (solid and dashed lines, respectively) and Oo = ±0.0609it

(dotted and dot-dashed lines, respectively), (a) Normalized radial length, LJ,, vs.

launched parallel wave index in the negative component of the spectrum, -n'//0. (' )

Normalized radial length, L},, vs. launched parallel wave index in the positive

component of the spectrum, n'//o

FIG. 7. Comparison, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state), between the reference case

(dotted lines) and cases where: i) the negative component of the spectrum has been

neglected (solid lines); ii) the "inaccessible" component of the spectrum has been

neglected (dashed lines); iii) Pjn = 6 MW (dash-dotted lines), (a) LH power density

absorbed by electron Landau damping, SLH (W / cm3), vs. normalized radial

coordinate, p. (b) Diffused LH current density (lower curves), JLH (kA / cm2), and

total current density (upper curves), JT (kA / cm2), vs. normalized radial coordinate,

p. (c) Electron temperature, Te (keV), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p.

FIG. 8. Comparison, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state), between the reference case

(dotted lines) and cases where: i) the negative component of the spectrum has been

neglected (solid lines); ii) the "inaccessible" component of the spectrum has been

neglected (dashed lines); iii) PU, = 6 MW (dash-dotted lines), (a) Poloidal beta

(lower curves), Pe. and internal inductance (upper curves), 1;, vs. time, t (s). (b) LH

current flower curves), ILH (MA), and loop voltage (upper curves), Vj00P (V), vs.

time, t (s).

FIG. 9. Scan of the ray density, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state) and for

0o = +0.0295JC. (a) LH power density absorbed by electron Landau damping,

SLH (W / cm3), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p, for: m = 5, p = 25,

An^o = S - O O X l O - 2 and An?,,, = 1.60 x 10-2 (solid iine); m = IQ, p = 50,

An^0 = 3.56 x 10-2 and Any/0 = 7.84 x io-3 (dashed line); m = 21, p = 100,

Anfto= 1-60 x io-2 and An?/0 = 3.9Ox IQ-3 (dot-dashed line), (b) LH power density

absorbed by electron Landau damping, SLH (w / cm3), vs. normalized radial

coordinate, P, for: m = 42, p = 200, An^0 = 7.80 x 10'3 and An^0 = 1.93 x IQ-3 (solid

line); m = 63, p = 300, An^0 = 5.16 x IQ-3 and Any/0= 1.28 x IQ-3 (dashed line);

m = 84, p = 400, An^0 = 3.86 x IQ-3 and AnP/0 = 9.62 x 10^» (dot-dashed line).

FIG. 10. Scan of the ray density , at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state) and for

60 = -MX02957C. (a) Diffused LH current density, JLH (kA / cm2), vs. normalized
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radial coordinate, P, for: m = 5, p = 25, An^0 = 8.00 x 10"2 and Any/0 = 1.60 x

(solid line); m = 10, p = 50, Anjfo = 3.56 x IQ-2 and An?/0 = 7.84 x 10~3 (dashed line);

m = 21, p = 100, An^0 = 1.60 x 10'2 and An?/0 = 3.90 x 10-3 (dot-dashed line), (b) LH

current density, JLH (^A / cm2), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p, for m = 42,

p = 200, An^0 = 7.80 x iQ-3 and Any/0= 1.93 x IQ-3 (solid line); m - 63, p = 300,

An^0 = 5.16 x l O -3 and An^0 = 1.28 x 1 Q-3 (dashed line); m = 84, p = 400,

) = 3.86 x IQ-3 and An^0 = 9.62 x IQ-* (dot-dashed line).

FIG. 11. Scan of the ray density, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state) and for

G0 = 40.0295JI. (a) Normalized deviations Clm (solid line), Ci1 (dashed line), Cp*

(dotted Une) and Cv^ (dot-dashed line) vs. ray density in the positive spectrum,

1 / An^/0. (b) Normalized profile deviations Xs1n (soild line), XJm (dashed line), XT.

(dotted line) and XJr (dot-dashed line) vs. ray density in the positive spectrum,

?/0.l/An?

FIG. 12. Ray history comparison, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state) and for

B0 = +0.0295JI, between the two cases: m = 5, p = 25, An^0 = 8.00 x IQ-2 and

=LoOx 10-2 (solid line), and m = 84, p = 400, An^0 = 3.86 x IQ-3 and

= 9.62 x IQ-4 (dotted line), (a) Normalized radial length, Lj5, vs. launched

parallel wave index in the negative component of the spectrum, -n'//0. (b) Normalized

radial length, LJ5, vs. launched parallel wave index in the positive component of the

spectrum, H//Q.

FIG. 13. Scan of the poloidal extent of the antenna, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady

state) and for m = 84, p = 400, Anjfo = 3.86 x IQ-3 and Any/0 = 9.62 x 10-*:

60 = -0.060971 ̂ c-dashed lines), 60 = -0.0295n dashed lines), 60 = +0.029571 (solid
lines) and 60 = +0-06097C (dotted lines), (a) Diffused LH power density absorbed by

electron Landau damping, SLH (W /cm3), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p. (b) LH

current density, JLH (^A / ra2), vs. normalized radial coordinate, p.

FIG. 14. Scan of the poloidal «îxtent of the antenna, at t = 6.9s (OH-LH steady

state) and for m = 84, p = 400, An% = 3.86x IQ-3 and An^0 = 9.62 x IQ-4. (a)

Normalized deviations Ci1̂  (solid line), Ci1 (dashed line), Cpt (dotted line) and Cv^

(dot-dashed line) vs. poloidal launch angle, BQ (radians), (b) Normalized profile

deviations XSw (soild line), XJm (dashed line), XT. (dotted line) and XJT (dot-dashed
line) vs. poloidal launch angle, 9o (radians).



HG. 15. Profile comparison, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state) and for m = 84,

p = 400, An^0 = 3.86 x IQ-3 and An^ = 9.62 x 10'4, between the two cases:

60 = -Ji / 2 (solid lines) and 60 = +0.0295n (dashed lines), (a) LH power density
absorbed by electron Landau damping, SLH (W / cm3), vs. normalized radial

coordinate, p. (b) Diffused LH current density, JLH (kA / cm2), vs. normalized radial

coordinate, p. (c) Electron temperature, Te (keV), vs. normalized radial coordinate,

P.

FIG. 16. Time evolution comparison, for m = 84, p = 400, Anflfo = 3.86 x IQ-3 and

An^0 = 9.62 x IQ-4, between the two cases: G0 = -T t /2 (solid lines) and

60 = 40.029Sn (dashed lines), (a) Poloidal beta (lower curves), Pe, and internal

inductance (upper curves), I1, vs. time, t (s). (b) LH current (lower curves),

ILH (MA), and loop voltage (upper curves), Vioop (V), vs. time, t (s).

FIG. 17. Ray history comparison, at t = 6.9 s (OH-LH steady state) and for m = 84,

p = 400, Anjfo = 3.86 x l O'3 and An^ = 9.62 x 10'4, between the two cases:

90 = -it / 2 (solid lines) and 60 = +0.029571 (dotted lines), (a) Normalized radial

length, Lj,, vs. launched parallel wave index in the negative component of the

spectrum, -n'//0. (b) Normalized radial length, Lj,, vs. launched parallel wave index in

the positive component of the spectrum, n//Q.

FIG. 18. Time evolution of the negative component of the spectrum, at t = 6.9 s (OH-

LH steady state) and for G0 = +0.0295Jt, m = 21, p = 100, An^0 = 1-60 x IQ-2 and

An^70 = 3.90 x lO-3. (a) Ray pencil (1 £ i £ m): normalized radial coordinate (lower

curves), p1, and parallel wave index (upper curves), -n1//, vs. normalized time, T. (b)

Beam: normalized radial coordinate (lower curves), (pm)±Apm, and parallel wave

index (upper curves), -<n//,n> ± An/y^, vs. normalized time, T. (c) Normalized radial

coordinate r. m. s. deviation (dashed line), Apm, parallel wave index r. m. s.

deviation (solid line), An//m. and normalized power (dot-dashed line), Pm/PmO. vs.
normalized time, T.

FIG. 19. Initial part of the time evolution of the positive component of the spectrum,

at t = 6.9s (OH-LH steady state) and for B0 = -K).0295ic, m = 21, p = 100,

An^0 = 1.60 x 10-2 and AnP/0 . 3.90 x IQ-3. (a) Ray pencil (m + 1 <, i £ m + p):

normalized radial coordinate (lower curves), p1, and parallel wave index (upper

curves), n1,/, vs. normalized time, t. (b) Ray beam: normalized radial coordinate
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(lower curves), <PP> ± App, and parallel wave index (upper curves), <n//p> ± An//p,

vs. normalized time, T. (c) Normalized radial coordinate r. m. s. deviation (dashed

line), App, parallel wave index r. m. s. deviation (solid line), An//p, and normalized

power (dot-dashed line), Pp / PPo, vs. normalized time, t.

FIG. 20. Full time evolution of the positive component of the spectrum, at t = 6.9 s

(OH-LH steady state) and for O0 = +0.0295rc, m = 21, p = 100, An^0 = 1.60 x 10-2

and An^70 = 3.90x 10-3. (a) Ray pencil (m + l £ i £ m + p): normalized radial

coordinate (lower curves), p1, and parallel wave index (upper curves), n'//, vs.

normalized time, T. (b) Ray beam: normalized radial coordinate (lower curves),

(pp) ± App, and parallel wave index (upper curves), (n//p) ± An//p, vs. normalized

time, t. (c) Normalized radial coordinate r. m. s. deviation (dashed line), App,

parallel wave index r. m. s. deviation (solid line), An//p, and normalized power (dot-

dashed line), Pp/ PpO, vs. normalized time, T.

FIG. 21. Time evolution of the negative component of the spectrum, at t = 6.9 s (OH-

LH steady state) and for Q0 =-K/2, m = 84, p = 400, An^0 = 3.86 x 10"3 and

An//o = 9.62 x 10-4. (a) Ray pencil (1 £ i £ m): normalized radial coordinate (lower

curves), p1, and parallel wave index (upper curves), -n1//, vs. normalized time, T. (b)

Ray beam: normalized radial coordinate (lower curves), (pm)±Apm, and parallel

wave index (upper curves), -{n//tn) ± An^n, vs. normalized time, t. (c) Normalized

radial coordinate r. m. s. deviation (dashed line), Apn,, parallel wave index r. m. s.

deviation (solid line), An//^, and normalized power (dot-dashed line), Pm/PmO, vs.
normalized time, T.

FIG. 22. Time evolution of the positive component of the spectrum, at t = 6.9 s (OH-

LH steady state) and for G0 =-it/2, m = 84, p = 400, An^0 = 3.86 x IQ-3 and
An//o = 9.62 x IQ^. (a) Ray pencil (m + 1 S i £ m + p): normalized radial coordinate

(lower curves), p1, and parallel wave index (upper curves), n1//, vs. normalized time,

t. (b) Ray beam: normalized radial coordinate (lower curves), <pp)±App, and

parallel wave index (upper curves), <n//p) ± An//p, vs. normalized time, T. (c)

Normalized radial coordinate r. m. s. deviation (dashed line), App, parallel wave

index r. m. s. deviation (solid line), An//p, and normalized power (dot-dashed line),
PP / PpO, vs. normalized time, t.
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